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Abstract: - Due to the ubiquity of the microprocessors and computers in the present life, some competences and 
skills have to be obtained by people in order to use in an optimized way the new technologies. Computational 
thinking can be a great help in this case. It is a new and fundamental way of thinking and problem solving, 
described as a way for solving problems, designing systems and understanding human behavior by drawing on 
the concepts fundamental to computer science. Some fundamental concepts of computational thinking are the 
abstraction, algorithm design, data collection, decomposition and pattern recognition. Computational thinking 
allows us to take a complex problem, understand what the problem is and develop possible solutions. We can 
then present these solutions in a way that a computer, a human, or both, can understand. 
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1 Introduction 
Since the last decade, the use of electronic devices 
has increased exponentially and nobody imagine the 
future without the presence of computers and 
microprocessors in their lives. We use them for 
working, studying, sports, social life, etc. It is the 
ubiquity of computers and microprocessors in our 
lives. Almost all fields of innovation are related to 
computing in some way. And the necessity of 
knowledge in computing is essential in the global 
economy market, being a basic tool for competition 
in the majority of jobs. 

The situation is changing very fast, and although 
the massive use of computers at home and in 
schools is relatively new (less than 20 years in the 
majority of homes and schools), we can do a brief 
history about it. Mark Weiser said in the early 1990s 
that ubiquitous computing names the third wave in 
computing, just now beginning. First were 
mainframes, each shared by lots of people. Now we 
are in the personal computing era, person and 
machine staring uneasily at each other across the 
desktop. Next comes ubiquitous computing, or the 
age of calm technology, when technology recedes 
into the background of our lives [1, 2]. 
Technologists had seen a dramatic shift in 
computing from many-to-one environment of 
mainframes to the one-to-one relationship of the 

personal computer. Drawing this trend out, Weiser 
foresaw the emergence of a world where one person 
would interact seamlessly with many computers—a 
development that he believed would lead to the age 
of ubiquitous computing. Two decades later, some 
in the ubiquitous computing community point to the 
pervasiveness of microprocessors as a realization of 
this dream. Without a doubt, many of the objects we 
interact with on a daily basis are digitally 
augmented [3]. 

But in spite of being microprocessors in all 
places and for all uses, before computers can be 
used to solve a problem, the problem itself and the 
ways in which it could be resolved must be 
understood. Computational Thinking (CT) 
techniques help with these tasks. Computational 
thinking involves solving problems, designing 
systems, and understanding human behavior, by 
drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer 
science. It includes a range of mental tools that 
reflect the breadth of the field of computer science. 
 
2 Computation is an increasingly 
essential tool for doing scientific 
research 
Computational thinking can provide some abilities 
that are not exclusive of people who will work in 
jobs related to Computer Science, but for ant type of 
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job, even for any type of person: worker, student, 
unemployed, retired… Computational thinking is 
strategically important for dealing with many kinds 
of problems, and can be especially useful in the 
STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics), where models, simulation, 
experiments are primary learning asset. But the 
abilities that computational thinking provides are 
not just for use in these scientific-technological 
subjects but in anyone, such as music, languages, 
politics, etc. 

Computation is an increasingly essential tool for 
doing scientific research. It is expected that future 
generations of engineers will need to engage and 
understand computing in order to work effectively 
with computational systems, technologies and 
methodologies. CT is a type of analytical thinking 
that employs mathematical and engineering thinking 
to understand and solve complex problems within 
the constraints of the real world. The term was first 
used by S. Papert [4], who is widely known for the 
development of the Logo software. However, it was 
brought to the forefront of the computer society by 
Wing [5] to describe how to think like a computer 
scientist. She described CT as “solving problems, 
designing systems and understanding human 
behavior by drawing on the concepts fundamental to 
computer science”. 
 
 
3 What is computational thinking? 
According to Liu and Wang [6] computational 
thinking is a hybrid of other modes of thinking, like 
abstract thinking, logical thinking, modelling 
thinking, and constructive thinking: 

In order to understand the main body of 
computer problem, abstract thinking is essential in 
computer science and technology. In solving an 
interesting problem, abstraction of thinking is one 
very general purpose heuristic that can help to attack 
this problem. Informally, abstraction thinking can be 
thought of the mapping from a ground 
representation to a new but simpler representation. 

Logical thinking is the process in which one uses 
reasoning consistency to come to a conclusion. 
Some computer problems or computer states 
(situations) involving logical thinking always call 
for mathematics structure, for relationships between 
some hypotheses and given statements, and for a 
sequence of reasoning that makes the conclusion 
more reasonable. 

Modelling thinking, in the technical use of the 
term, refers to the translation of objects or 
phenomena from the real world into mathematical 
equations (mathematical models) or computer 

relations (simulation models). It is choosing an 
appropriate representation or modelling the relevant 
aspects of a problem to make it tractable. Computer 
modelling is the representation of reality objects on 
a computer. A problem which will be solved by 
computer must be modelled by a corresponding 
software model. 

Constructive thinking is any well-defined 
computational procedure that takes some value, or 
set of values as input and produces some value, or 
set of values as output. 

The main characteristics of CT include: 
 
• Analyzing and logically organizing data. 
• Data modeling, data abstractions, and 

simulations. 
• Formulating problems such that computers may 

assist. 
• Identifying, testing, and implementing possible 

solutions. 
• Automating solutions via algorithmic thinking. 
• Generalizing and applying this process to other 

problems. 
 
 
4 Inclusion of computational thinking 
in education 
Computer Science and ICT (Information and 
Communication Technology) are generally 
recognized as very important issues at all levels of 
Education. Digital Agenda for Europe (European 
Commission, 2010a) includes them as Pillar VII 
“ICT-enabled benefits for EU society”. 

In 2006 the European Parliament and the Council 
[7] published a recommendation identifying eight 
Key Competences for Lifelong Learning: 
Communication in the Mother Tongue; 
Communication in Foreign Languages; 
Mathematical Competence and Basic Competences 
in Science and Technology; Digital Competence; 
Learning to Learn; Social and Civic Competences; 
Entrepreneurship; and Cultural Awareness and 
Expression. Four years afterwards, the value of this 
recommendation is recognized in the Europe 2020 
Strategy [8]. 

The 2006 recommendation already points to 
Digital Competence as a fundamental basic skill. 
Digital Competence is there defined as follows: 

"Digital Competence involves the confident and 
critical use of Information Society Technology 
(IST) for work, leisure and communication. It is 
underpinned by basic skills in ICT: the use of 
computers to retrieve, assess, store, produce, present 
and exchange information, and to communicate and 
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participate in collaborative networks via the 
Internet." [7]. 

The recommendation provides explanation on 
the essential knowledge, skills and attitudes needed 
to be digitally competent. The foreseen knowledge 
includes the understanding of the functioning of 
main computer applications; of the risks of the 
Internet and online communication; of the role of 
technologies in supporting creativity and 
innovation; of the validity and reliability of online 
information; of the legal and ethic principles behind 
the use of collaborative tools [9]. 

The needed skills are seen as the ability to 
manage information; the capacity to distinguish the 
virtual from the real world and to see the 
connections between these two domains; the ability 
to use Internet-based services and to use 
technologies to support critical thinking, creativity 
and innovation. 

In terms of attitudes, the recommendation gauges 
as essential that citizens are critical and reflective 
towards information, that they are responsible users 
and interested in engaging in online communities 
and networks. 

Different reports and research papers argue about 
promoting the inclusion of Computational Thinking 
(CT) in education and the pervasiveness of 
technologies, which leads to the subsequent need to 
acquire Digital Competence to be functional in our 
knowledge society; digital inclusion depends more 
on knowledge and skills than on access and use 
[10]. In a similar direction, digital ´rhetoric´ 
discourses claim the necessity to develop digital 
literacy for full participation in life [11], while 
policy documents often emphasize the need to 
invest in digital skills enhancement for economic 
growth and competitiveness [10, 12]. Computer-
related proficiency, according to yet another digital 
rhetoric strand, is the key to employability and 
improved life chances [11]. 

According to OECD [13], “education standards 
need to include the kind of skills and competences 
that can help students become responsible and 
performing users of technology and to develop the 
new competences required in today’s economy and 
society which are enhanced by technology, in 
particular those related to knowledge management”. 
In the referred report, these skills were defined to 
include processes related to knowledge management 
in network environments. Moreover, it stated that 
these skills should be gained at school. Such a broad 
definition leaves open the question about in which 
specific subject domains or on which school levels 
the elements of digital competence should be taught. 

One of the few papers that provide some answers 
to the question is Erstad´s [14]. He broadened 
digital literacy to media literacy and suggested the 
following aspects of media literacies as part of 
school-based learning: 1) Basic skills, 2) Media as 
an object of analysis, 3) Knowledge building in 
subject-domains, 4) Learning strategies, and 5) 
Digital Bildung / Cultural competence. Besides this, 
Erstad emphasized the user-generated content 
creation (Web2.0, editing software) in which 
students have an active role in knowledge practices. 
 
 
5 Skills, attitudes and concepts related 
to computational thinking 
In 2006, Jeannette Wing wrote an article for the 
Communications of the ACM where she used the 
term “computational thinking” to articulate a vision 
that everyone, not just those who major in computer 
science, can benefit from thinking like a computer 
scientist [5]. More recently, Cuny, Snyder and the 
own Wing defined this term: Computational 
thinking is the thought processes involved in 
formulating problems and their solutions so that the 
solutions are represented in a form that can be 
effectively carried out by an information-processing 
agent. 

Informally, computational thinking describes the 
mental activity in formulating a problem to admit a 
computational solution. The solution can be carried 
out by a human or machine, or more generally, by 
combinations of humans and machines. 

The interpretation of the words "problem" and 
"solution" is broad. Usually they mean not just 
mathematically well-defined problems whose 
solutions are completely analyzable, e.g., a proof, an 
algorithm, or a program, but also real-world 
problems whose solutions might be in the form of 
large, complex software systems. Thus, 
computational thinking overlaps with logical 
thinking and systems thinking. It includes 
algorithmic thinking and parallel thinking, which in 
turn engage other kinds of thought processes, such 
as compositional reasoning, pattern matching, 
procedural thinking, and recursive thinking. 
Computational thinking is used in the design and 
analysis of problems and their solutions, broadly 
interpreted. 

While the biggest growth in our 21st century job 
market is for workers with CT skills, our schools 
currently produce less than one third the number of 
qualified applicants [15]. This lack of quality 
curricula is particularly true for schools dominated 
by students with low socioeconomic status [16, 17]. 
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Moreover, research has shown that female and 
minority students are dissuaded from pursuing 
CS/STEM education and careers [18, 19, 20, 21]. 
Dominant groups benefit from preparatory privilege 
(resources and support at home and in school; as 
well as cultural expectations), which make for an 
unlevel playing field [18]. As a result of conscious 
and unconscious biases, women and minorities are 
placed into low-level and feeder CS courses in high 
school, known for disengaging students [18]. Moses 
& Cobb [22] label this the civil rights issue of the 
21st century, with people of low SES, women, and 
minorities being the “designated serfs of the 
information age”. 

These factors have led to the current situation in 
which only, for some countries, 11% of bachelor 
degrees and 22% of master degrees in Computer 
Science are awarded to women, according to the 
Taulbee Survey. 

We believe that a very promising strategy for 
addressing the many challenges described above is 
to embed computational thinking activities in 
traditional STEM courses. 

ISTE and CSTA collaborated with leaders from 
higher education, industry, and K–12 education to 
develop an operational definition of CT. The 
operational definition provides a framework and 
vocabulary for CT that will resonate with all K–12 
educators [28]. 

Finally, we resume CT in three groups that 
define this new way of thinking: skills that CT 
promotes, attitudes that are supported, and concepts 
of computational thinking. 

CT is a problem-solving process that includes 
(but is not limited to) the following characteristics: 

 
• Formulating problems in a way that enables us 

to use a computer and other tools to help solve 
them. 

• Logically organizing and analyzing data. 
• Representing data through abstractions such as 

models and simulations. 
• Automating solutions through algorithmic 

thinking (a series of ordered steps). 
• Identifying, analyzing, and implementing 

possible solutions with the goal of achieving 
the most efficient and effective combination of 
steps and resources. 

• Generalizing and transferring this problem-
solving process to a wide variety of problems. 
 

These skills are supported and enhanced by a 
number of dispositions or attitudes that are essential 

dimensions of CT. These dispositions or attitudes 
include: 

 
• Confidence in dealing with complexity. 
• Persistence in working with difficult problems. 
• Tolerance for ambiguity. 
• The ability to deal with open-ended problems. 
• The ability to communicate and work with 

others to achieve a common goal or solution. 
 
Concepts of computational thinking that implicit 

in the operational definition are the following: 
 

• Data Collection: The process of gathering 
appropriate information 

• Data Analysis: Making sense of data, finding 
patterns, and drawing conclusions 

• Data Representation: Depicting and organizing 
data in appropriate graphs, charts, words, or 
images 

• Problem Decomposition: Breaking down tasks 
into smaller, manageable parts 

• Abstraction: Reducing complexity to define 
main idea 

• Algorithms and Procedures: Series of ordered 
steps taken to solve a problem or achieve some 
end. 

• Automation: Having computers or machines do 
repetitive or tedious tasks. 

• Simulation: Representation or model of a 
process. Simulation also involves running 
experiments using models. 

• Parallelization: Organize resources to 
simultaneously carry out tasks to reach a 
common goal. 

 
 
6 Conclusion 
Use of microprocessors and computers has been 
generalized in all the facets of our lives, becoming 
essential to obtain certain skills or competences to 
use appropriately and in an optimized way these 
new technologies that around us. Computers and 
technology allow for faster processing of data, 
easier retrieval of information, and in some cases 
automation can reduce or replace physical 
employees. 

Almost all fields of innovation are related to 
computing in some way. Therefore, the necessity of 
knowledge in computing is essential in the global 
economy market, being a basic tool for competition 
in the majority of jobs. Taking into account this 
situation, Computational Thinking is a new and 
fundamental way of thinking and problem solving, 
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described as a way for solving problems, designing 
systems and understanding human behavior by 
drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer 
science. 

One of the main advantages of developing 
computational thinking is that it allows the 
transformation of a society of mere consumers of 
technology in one of potential developers of this 
technology. 
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